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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the real differential equation 
2(t) + A-p(t) x(t) = 0, P@ -I- T) = P(t)> (l-1) 
where p(t) is piecewise continuous and obeys one of the following conditions: 
T” :z J -I- p(t) dt > 0. (1.3) 0 
According to Ljapunov’s oscillation theorems Ill, 121, there is a sequence of 
eigenvalues 
such that (1.1) is stable for the X intervals (& , X,,,). (In case (1.3) there are 
also negative eigenvalues.) 
Assuming (1.2), Guggenheimer [5] gave lower estimates for the case of 
coexistence, i.e., for the case that hi = fli for some i. By means of his geo- 
metric method we show that the same estimation is generally possible for the 
fli . At the same time we arrive at well-known lower estimates for the h, , 
and by a similar method we get some estimates of Atkinson [ 13. 
2. ROTATIONS GIVEN BY THE STABLE h’s 
We collect some known results which we present in a form most suitable 
for our purposes. We represent two fundamental solutions of (1.1) as a curve 
in the plane R2, 
x(t) = (q(t), q(t)), 
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and call it a solution CUPVC. Obviously, xl(t + T), x2(t + T) are also solutions 
of (1.1). Thus, there is a matrix (A& the periodicity matrix, with 
+(t + T) = i A&(t). 
j=l 
It defines a linear mapping A, with 
x(t + T) = AhX(t), qt + T) = A,+(t), (2-l) 
where the index reminds us of the dependence on h. Since the Wronskian 
[x, &] is constant, we may assume that it has value 1. Thus, A, has deter- 
minant 1. The classification of 2 x 2 matrices gives three cases: 
/ tr A,, j < 2: A, is a rotation in a suitable euclidean metric; (2.2) 
/ tr A,, 1 = 2: (a) -4, = &identity or 
(b) there is only a one-dimensional subspace (2.3) 
with eigenvalue 1; 
/ tr A,, 1 > 2: A, has one eigenvalue > 1 and one < 1. (2.4) 
Ljapunov’s eigenvalues & , Ai are just the solutions of (2.3) j tr A,, 1 = 2; 
(a) is the case of coexistence. In case (2.2) a suitable fundamental system 
(or solution curve) may be represented by a complex system obeying 
x(t + T) = (exp 2+) x(t), O<p<$or+<tL<l. (2.5) 
We denote the positive eigenvalues of this problem by h,(p), r = 1, 2,... 
(compare Atkinson [I]). Th e intervals of stability are exhausted by these 
eigenvalues; moreover, 
UP) E v,,-2 9 h!-1) for 0 < p < 4, 
u-4 E VW-1 9 u for $<fl.<l. 
We have 
2cos2~~ = trA,, (2.6) 
and therefore p is a continuous function of A as long as A varies in an interval 
of stability. Now let X converge to one of the eigenvalues hi , Ai . Then 
1 tr A, ] converges to 2, and therefore p to 0, 4, or 1; in detail, 
implies p L 0, (2.7) 
implies p f 3, (2.8) 
implies p L 4, cw 
implies p /’ 1. (2.10) 
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We set 
X,.(O) = L&.-2 , A,(& -) = A,,-, ) A& +> = A+1 , &(I) = A,, . 
Among the solution curves corresponding to stable X there are closed 
(periodic) curves, namely for rational p. The period is kT, k > 2. This is a 
well-known corollary to Floquet’s theorem, which says that for every solution 
of smallest period kT, k > 2, there exists an independent solution with the 
same period (Magnus and Winkler [13, p. 51). 
We remark that Ljapunow [ 11, 121 ( see also Hochstadt 191) exhausted the 
intervals of &stability by the eigenvalues of the boundary problem 
x,(t,, + T) = x&J = 0, 
where t, varies over one period T. 
3. LOWER ESTIMATES FOR EIGENVALUE~ 
In this section we deal with (I .2) p(t) > 0. Since we assume [x, 4 = 1, 
the parameter f of a solution curve gives twice the area A covered by the 
radius vector x(t). It follows from (1.1) that 
j- [k, 21 dt = A j p(t) dt. (34 
This integral gives twice the area A* covered by the tangent image R(t). 
The curve R(t) may also be obtained in the following way: Take the poiar 
curve of x((t) with respect to the unit circle about the origin o and then rotate 
about 7rj2. In this way we can define A” for polygons, too. Mahler [I41 has 
shown that, for a closed convex curve, AA* is minimal iff the curve is a 
triangle with gravity center o, or in case of an o-symmetric curve, iff it is a 
parallelogram centered at o. Guggenheimer [5] extended this to locally 
convex closed curves winding several times around o. The minimum is now 
attained for affinely regular polygons with the smallest possible number of 
edges. This is then applied to the case of coexistence, Xi = Ai , and gives 
lower estimates for these numbers. We could apply the same argument to 
the periodic solution curves which we have for rational p in (2.6). This 
would give us lower estimates for hi and Ai in the general case. It is, however, 
easier to apply Mahler’s and Guggenheimer’s arguments directly to any 
(closed or nonclosed) polygon approximating a solution curve for stable h. 
This shows that the lower bound of AA* (calculated with respect to a single 
period) is given by an affinely regular, in general not closed, polygon, which 
we may assume to be inscribed to the unit circle about o. We now calculate 
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A4* for such a polygon. If /I is half the angle at o corresponding to one edge, 
then the triangle formed by o and one edge has area CDS /I sin p. A triangle of 
the polar polygon has area tan p. Hence, we find 
AA* = 9 sins p = ~2 cos2(~/2 - p), 
where v is the number of edges corresponding to one period. The winding 
angle at o corresponding to h,(p) is 
24P + r - l), 
compare (2.5). For the smallest possible number of edges we find 
v=2r---1 for 0 < p < 4, 
v = 2r for Q<p<l. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Thus, we receive for the minimizing polygons 
AA* = (2~ - 1)” cos2 + ;r--2; , o<p<*, (3.4) 
AA* = (2~)~ cos2 c +, Q</L<l. 
For any solution curve we have that the area corresponding to one period 
is T/2, whereas by (3.1) the area of the tangent image is X,(,)T*/2. Com- 
paring with (3.4) and (3.5), we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Under the restriction (1.2), we have for the eigenvalues A&L) 
deJined by (2.5) 
&&L) TT* > 4(2r - 1)2 cos2 F ;r--2; , o<p<+, (3.6) 
A&) TT* > 4(2~)l co3 $ + , &<p<l. (3.7) 
For r = 1, (3.6) is equivalent to (4.5) of Atkinson [l]. Atkinson includes 
p = $; since &(a -) = X, , this case is covered by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Under the restriction (1.2), we have for Ljapunov’s eigenvalues 
(n = 1, 2...) 
X,TT” > 4n2, (3.8) 
A,TT* > 4(n + 1)’ toss 5 &. (3.9) 
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Proof, We consider a sequence h 7 Xp7-r with A @‘& , &.-r). AS 
described in Section 2, these h’s may be presented in the form X = h&u). 
According to (2.8) then p 7 +. From (3.6) we receive 
X,,-ITT* > 4(2r - 1)2. 
For X /I X,, we similarly have TV /’ 1 by (2.10). From (3.7) we get 
A,,TT” > 4(2rj2. 
Thus, we have established (3.8) f or odd and even n. (3.9) is derived in the 
same way if we consider sequences h \ A,,.-, resp. X \ -!larer , which 
implies TV L 0 resp. p \ +. (3.6) resp. (3.7) gives then (3.9). 
(3.8) is well-known (see Krein [lo, p. 1631; Rapoport [16]). (3.9) was 
shown by Guggenheimer [5] for the case of coexistence (h, = d,). Equality 
is possible if polygonal solution curves are admitted, i.e., if p is allowed to be 
a distribution of 6 type. It is known that equality is attained in (3.8) for certain 
unbounded polygons and only for them. The polygons considered in the 
above proof do not converge to these unbounded polygons, but have a 
degenerate limit. Thus, our proof does not give the equality condition. 
Equality holds in (3.9) for those periodic star polygons which give the lower 
bound in the case of coexistence (Guggenheimer [5]). The polygons con- 
sidered in our proof converge to these periodic polygons. It is very likely that 
equality occurs only for polygonal solutions, but it might be possible that, 
besides the periodic polygons, there are also unbounded polygons for which 
equality takes place. 
We remark that, in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we did not use 
polygonal solution curves belonging to distributional p. The polygons 
were only used for approximation of XTT* and discussion of equality. 
We also remark that Ljapunov’s oscillation theorems are not valid 
if p is allowed to be a distribution as may be seen for the periodic 
6 distribution. 
(3.8) tells us, for n = 1, that (1.1) is stable for 
0 < h < 4(TT”)-l. 
This is usually called Ljapunov’s stability criterion. It was generalized by 
Borg and Krein for the case that p changes s&z (see Cesari [3, p. 611). Borg 
replaced T* by ji 1 p(t)1 dt and KreIn by JEp+(t) dt, where p+ means the 
positive part of p. Thus, (3.8) remains true for n = 1 if T* is replaced in one 
of these ways. This leads to the conjecture that (3.8) and maybe, (3.9) are 
true if T* is replaced by si / p(t)1 dt or even by Sip+(t) dt. 
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4. UPPER ESTIMATES FOR EIGENVALWS 
In this section we assume the weaker condition (1.3) instead of (1.2). 
Upper estimates of the kind considered here are only possible for h,(p), 
0 < p ,< &; hence, among Ljapunov’s eigenvalues only for hi = h,(& -). 
These estimates were given by Atkinson [l]. For all other X&) one can 
easily construct counterexamples using the following fact: If a solution 
curve comes close to the origin o, the polar curve tends to infinity and A* 
becomes arbitrarily large. We shall derive Atkinson’s estimate by the same 
geometric interpretation which was used in Section 3. We apply an inequality 
which was Grst proved by Blaschke [Z]. 
LEMMA 1. For a simple closed CQmooth curve which is starlike with 
respect to the origin o and has area center o we have 
AA” < r2, 
and equality occurs only for ellipses. 
(4.1) 
Starlike means here that no tangent meets o. The area A* is to be measured 
with regard to the orientation (cf. (3.1)); t o an inflection point there corre- 
sponds a cusp of the polar curve, and [$ $1 changes sign. The differentiability 
assumption may be weakened. Compare the remark at the end of this paper. 
Lemma 1 is also true for not necessarily smooth, convex curves. For, 
convex curves may be approximated by smooth convex curves, and then AA* 
converges. For similar forms of the lemma and other proofs see Neuman 
[15] and Heil [7]. Of course, one can also detract a proof from Atkinson [l]. 
LEMMA 2. Let B be a smooth arc with the following properties: B is starlike 
with respect to the origin o; at its endpoints, B is tangent to an ellipse E with 
center o; if the ellipse is considered to be the unit circle, the angle a: measured at o 
ti at most z-. Then we have, for the area AB of the corresponding sector and the 
area Ag* of the sector formed by the polar arc, 
4&AB* < 01~. 
Equality holds z$f B is an arc of E. 
Proof. We complete B and -B by arcs of E such that we get a closed 
curve C with center o. We may assume that the area enclosed by E is rr. 
Then C has the area 
A=2AB-/-rr--aa, 
and the polar curve has area 
A” =2A,*+n-CL. 
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From (4.1) we deduce 
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A&* + (7r - a) &(A, + A,“) + $(T - a.>” < 7?/4. 
The inequality between geometric and arithmetic mean gives 
A,&” + (CT - a)(&.&*)l/2 + $(Tr - LY)” < 11”/4. 
Since we have a square on the left, the assertion follows easily. The equality 
condition follows from Lemma 1, too. 
THEOREM 3. dssztming (2.3), ae have for the eigenvalues X&j dejkzed 
by (2.5) 
h(P)TT” d @vY, O<pL$, (4.2) 
especially 
h,TT” < n”. (4.3) 
Equality holds #p is constant. 
These inequalities were given by Atkinson [I]. [He assumes p(t) > 0, but, 
for this part of the main theorem, only T* > 0 is used.) (4.3) was also given 
by Guggenheimer [6]. Compare also [IS], where special cases of (3.6) and (4.2) 
were derived. 
Proof. For 0 < y < $, (4.2) follows immediately from Lemma 2. For 
.il /? X, , we have by (2.8) y 7 6, so that (4.2) is also true for &($ -) = hi . 
The equality condition for 0 < p < Q follows from Lemma 2, but not for 
p = +. For, in general, h, possesses only one scalar solution y(t) with 
q(t + T) = --q(t), so that one has not necessarily a closed o-symmetric 
solution curve (compare (2.3)). An argu ment of Guggenheimer [6] gives (4.3) 
together with the equality condition. We give here a simplified version. 
LEMMA 3. For AI there is a solution curve and a pmameter value ta such that 
x(t,) = (1, O), x(t,, + T) = (-LO) 
qtlJ = (0, lj, ff(t,, + T) = (-yr -1), “J > 0. 
Proof. For h, there is a scalar solution 7 with q(t + T) = -q(t) which 
obviously has a zero to . Let it be normalized by $t,) = 1. Then y(to + T) = 0, 
q(t,, + T) y -1. W e now choose a linear independent solution 5 with 
&(t,) = I, &to) = 0. It remains to show ((to + T) = -1, &t, + T) < 0. 
The first one is true since the Wronskian is 1. We consider solution curves 
with the same initial conditions at t,, for 0 < X < X, . The corresponding A, 
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is of type (2.2) and, in a suitable euclidean metric, it is a rotation about an 
angle less than r. This means that for X close to X, the vector A&t,) = 
3i(ta + T) points into the third quadrant of the coordinate system. For 
X = A1 the vector 3i(t, + T) then points into the third quadrant or lies on the 
negative q axis. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. (For y = 0 we have 
just a case of coexistence.) 
It is clear that we have similar statements for all A, , A, (n > 0), e.g., for A, 
We now use Lemma 3 to prove (4.3) again. We complete the solution arc 
described in Lemma 3 to an o-symmetric closed curve C. By Lemma 3 this 
is possible and C has acute corners at (1,0) and (-I, 0) (if coexistence does 
not take place). The polar curve C* contains a segment, and we have for 
the areas enclosed by C resp. C* 
A = T, A* > h,T*. 
Now (4.1) gives immediately (4.3) including the equality condition. 
We add the remark that Lemma 1 was never stated explicitly in the 
generality just used because a corner may appear. If (1.2) holds, C is convex 
by Lemma 3, and no difficulty arises as mentioned below Lemma 1. But if p 
changes sign, we have to generalize Lemma 1. For instance, the proof of [7] 
works for piecewise Cl-smooth curves. For that, one needs Minkowski’s 
inequality for supportable curves, which was given by Geppert [4]. 
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